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WELCOME
Welcome to MESO MEDIA INSTITUTE.
At MMI, our aim is to train content creators, media practitioners, creative business management personnel, graphic designers, artists, as well as everyone involved in the
media industry.

with governments'’ vision of employment creation. Our
graduates will be able to fit into any media industry in
any part of the world as our curriculum includes diverse
and practical aspects of media technical issues.

We value the creativity in people and therefore we place
special emphasis on identifying talent and nurturing it,
taking into cognisance the fact that we are all born creative and that each and every individual have their hidden
talents which need identification and development.
We promise to leave no stone unturned in ensuring that
we deliver to our students, stakeholders, the audience,
the public, and each and every stakeholder quality education and training premised on practical aspects of the industry. Our experienced and trained staff, coupled with
the accessibility of equipment as well as synergies with
existing media houses will ensure that the student is exposed to practical as well as theoretical training that will
give them a cut above the edge over their peers when
seeking for employment.

Sir Nocks Chatiza

We aim to produce graduates that will not only be employable, but also to create employment to others in line

Director

MISSION STATEMENT, VISION AND VALUES
Our Vision
to become the leading film and media academy in Zimbabwe and Southern Africa and to have a graduate of
this school in each and every production and media house in the region by the year 2030.
Our Mission
to inspire a new generation of creative media professionals, educating them in the new world of story-telling
across multiple devices by fostering an inclusive environment in which the creative, mature, focused and
considerate individuals are valued as members of a dynamic community.
Our Values

Integrity, Creativity, Respect, Ethics, Fairness
Our Passion
to train the next generation of filmmakers and creators to be the best at what they do and to deliver courses
at the cutting edge of industry trends.
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WHAT WE DO
“We are the Champions of the Creative Business and Creative Economy”


We provide modern training to film and television content creators, media practitioners, creative business management graphic designers artists etc.



We train content creators and empower them through partnership and synergies as we believe that talent alone is not enough for one to succeed”



We ensure our students are exposed to industry practices by availing the best of content producers and
providers and linking the students with reputable media power houses in Zimbabwe and the region and
ensuring continuous assessments during the course of training to ensure continuity in the curriculum



State of the art equipment and facilities for practical training and industrial use.



Consultancy services for media houses in the
industry.



Synergies with other schools in other industries
for practical cross-communication

Visit us on www.mesomediainstitute.com

email: enroll@mesomediainstitute.com

Why Creative Business and Creative Economy?
“Creative business has become a powerful trans-

formative force in the world today; the future, the next
set of relevant people in the society will be the creative, skilled individuals, artistic people, whose brain is
in complete harmony with their hands. We call them
creators, hence our main focus at content creation,

media & creative business management courses.
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WHY TRAIN WITH US
When you join us, be rest assured you will


Dive into a community of like-minded film lovers from
every specialism and make solid connections with our
industry partners

 Our courses are taught and mentored
by industry professionals
 Career focused and industry-led
 You are assessed mainly on your practical skills



Harness our school’s state-of-the-art facilities



Tap into our contacts, including leading film writers, pro-  You get to use industry-standard
equipment and facilities
duction companies, renowned freelancers



Collaborate with fellow students to produce a film as
part of your practical studies



In addition, our renowned lecturers will share their
knowledge and experience with you at our school.

Above all, our staff are all active players in their fields and
boast credits in films and television series. They have the
passion and fundamental knowledge to drive your career
forward.

Visit us on www.mesomediainstitute.com

 Structured and supervised student
workgroup
MMI is privileged to work in partnership
with a host of highly influential education
providers. Our partners enable us to offer
fully accredited courses which deliver internationally recognised academic qualifications; as well as providing students with
excellent collaborative opportunities.

email: enroll@mesomediainstitute.com
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FILM PRODUCTION CURRICULUM
Learners explore the five key disciplines of film and television production during the course of training.
Learners choose to specialize in one of the following disciplines, giving their portfolio the kind of focus
necessary to launch a career as a professional filmmaker.


Graduate with A Diploma in Film and Television
Production



A compilation of your work for your demo reel



Access to the MMI Alumni Directory



Attain industry connections that will help guide your
career

SEMESTER OUTLINE
SEMESTER

ACTIVITIES

SEMESTER 01

Explore the possibilities of storytelling, giving you both the narrative craft and visual techniques necessary to bring a story to life on the screen.

SEMESTER 02

Expand your range of filmmaking techniques while you learn to work on larger
sets and co-create as a team.

SEMESTER 03

Combine cutting edge techniques, like visual effects, with the ingenuity to solve
production challenges.

SEMESTER 04

Advance your skill and develop your creative unique voice to build yourself into a
specialised professional.

FINAL PROJECT

Dedicate your time and energy to a final project, high-quality short film that will
form the basis of your professional reel.

INCUBATION

VOLUNTARY - Learner Partnership with interested industry professionals facilitated by MMI
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ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS (ALL PROGS)
A minimum of five (5) Ordinary Level Subjects, including English Language / Literature. Any other higher qualifications is an
advantage

CURRICULUM CONTENT
CURRICULUM OVERVIEW
Meso Media Institute offers 1-Year National Certificate Program and 2 Years National Diploma that
gives learners the all-around filmmaking experience necessary to make their own films. Over the
course of training learners receive direct contact hours of hands-on instruction and actual production
experience. The curriculum integrates intensive study in all the major filmmaking disciplines from Preproduction to Post Production stage of content creation in Producing, Directing, Scriptwriting, Cinematography, Production Design, Sound Design, Editing and Acting.

01: DIRECTING
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

This course covers the role and responsibilities of a director in script development, preproduction, production, and post-production. Learners learn to tell a story cinematically,
use the camera as a tool, prepare a script analysis and engage in the casting and rehearsal process with actors.
Learners explore further aspects of directing techniques and collaboration. The actor's
approach, character analysis, advanced blocking, image systems and rehearsal styles
form the foundation of the course. Learners present their films for in-class discussion
and critique. Workshops in blocking and rehearsal emphasize the prep duties of the
director and culminate in the next production.
Provides learners with the knowledge and practical experience to work with Production
Designers, Cinematographers, Post-Production and Visual Effects, Producers, and Assistant Directors in a collaborative and effective manner that supports the film and the
creative process. Major topics include casting techniques, staging scenes, and all aspects of pre-production.
Advanced Directing provides learners with the necessary knowledge and tools for developing and refining their professional voice as Directors. Major topics cover the study,
design and direction of specific scenes such as openings, endings, and obligatory
scenes in genre films. The course also provides learners with the necessary observation, evaluation, exploration and thinking tools required to ensure that optimal direction
and best performances are realized on set. Both creative and fiscal management techniques from a directorial perspective are covered so that directors fully comprehend the
opportunities to effectively use pre-production, production, and post-production as distinct stages in bringing their vision to life.

2

3

4

PRACTICAL

Additionally provides learners with a number of practical, in-depth tools and strategies
to be able to deliver strong, compelling performances from the actors which are consistent with the director’s vision. Major course topics include experiencing performance
from the actor’s point of view, improvisation for directors, and advanced rehearsal techniques. By the end of the course, learners are able to rehearse with actors effectively,
and to plan, and shoot a scene successfully, choreographing camera movement with
the performance, staging and blocking of the actors.
15 Minute Drama Short Film

02: CINEMATOGRAPHY
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

The art and technique of camera and lighting in the making of a motion picture film. It
involves technical concerns such as camera, lens, format, and lighting instruments just
to name a few, as well as various methods related to composition and subject modelling in order to tell the story. HD motion picture cameras are used in, both for training
and production, and lighting makes up the initial tungsten package
In the 2nd Sim, the art of camera and lighting goes further to the very core of this subject matter - visual storytelling. Learners learn and apply fundamental techniques of
exposure, subject modelling, set lighting, and the basic methods for moving the camera. This course helps learners understand the role of the Director of Photography and
how he or she adds emotion and visual style to the look of a scene. A variety of concepts, techniques, and hands-on training are combined to further essential skills on
camera, lighting and gripping.
In the 3rd Sim, there is a greater emphasis in the creative role of the Director of Photography in crafting the final look of the film and a deeper understanding on the power of
visual storytelling. Also, the four key creative roles of the cinematography department –
Camera Operator, Gaffer, Key Grip, and Dolly Grip are examined more in-depth.
Through a series of lectures and workshops the learners learn many of the dynamics
between these roles, as well as the collaboration and interaction of the Director of Photography with other key departments – from Production Design to Visual FXs
Advanced Cinematography course, learners go in-depth technically and creatively in
many of the positions that comprise the cinematography department. For the camera
portion of this term, a new digital camera is introduced along with an array of top of the
line prime lenses. For the lighting and gripping portion, the learners have the chance to
practice new ways of moving the camera and lighting the set in different ways from realism to stylized photography
15 Minute Drama Short Film

2

3

4

PRACTICAL

03: SCREENPLAY WRITING
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

Learners shape their stories to pre-existing set designs, and partner with a fellow student to co-write two separate—yet “twinned”—scripts that will provide the foundation
for their productions later in Sim Two. Learners engage in concept generation of viable
cinematic material, provide multiple drafts of their two scripts, and offer constructive
criticism to their fellow learners through workshop discussion and delivery of notes.
Learners are required to write a 1 page scene/sequence that elicits an emotional response.
Script Collaboration; enables film learners to contribute creatively towards the core
concept of a film without needing to write or control every part of the script. Learners
engage in a professional working process with learners from the Directing and Producing programs to generate concepts of viable cinematic material, provide one-page
treatments for individual stories, and participate in the writing and ultimate selection of
short scripts for production in the next semester.
Script Development; introduces learners to the basic concepts of screenwriting and
script development, with an emphasis on understanding story structure. Through a series of lectures and in-class exercises, learners learn to recognize viable cinematic ideas, pitch proposals, and offer feedback, create and develop characters, generate conflict and write original dialogue.
Learners will enhance, through practical workshops, their screenwriting techniques.
Students will develop a creative project comprising a concept and script excerpts from
either: a short film, a TV pilot, or a new media project, such as a web series.
15 Minute Drama Short Film

2

3

4
PRACTICAL

04: PRODUCING & PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

Takes learners through their first journey in independent film production by providing them
with the knowledge, skills, and experience to produce a zero-budget short film. By the end
of the semester, learners have taken a film from the initial concept through the script stage
all the way to production and be ready to take it into the next stage of post-production and
distribution.
Working in conjunction with the Script Development, the course provides learners with a
real world experience of helping to develop a concept and then select material and negotiate for the rights to that content. Learners learn the importance of networking and pitching,
and pitch a project to the class for production selection. The importance of the collaborative
process with writers is the main focus, as well as the marketing, distribution and packaging
of a film.
Provides learners with the knowledge and skills to negotiate with locations and vendors,
manage relationships with the director and the crew, find solutions to budgeting and scheduling concerns, and develop the marketing strategy to create buzz for the film. Major topics
in this course include Leadership & Communications, Negotiations & Fundraising, Budgeting Film Projects, Managing Production & Post-Production, and Publicity & Marketing. Major
projects include the Production Plan for the film and the Marketing & Distribution Strategy.

2

3

4

Learners enter into the world of finance, negotiations, mediating, creative problem solving
and the rush of producing something fantastic. The course focuses on producing in the
three areas where the Line Producer plays the biggest roles: pre-production, production,
and post-production. By the end of the course learners are able to confidently produce and
budget on a shoestring budget and beyond.
Provides learners with the tools and strategies required to package and pitch a film project.
Major course topics include writing coverage and breaking down the script, raising funding
and securing financing, designing pitches, and setting up test screenings. By the end of the
course, learners are able to put together a complete package for pitching a film project.able
to confidently produce and budget on a shoestring budget and beyond.
Provides learners with the tools and strategies required to package and pitch a film project.
Major course topics include writing coverage and breaking down the script, raising funding
and securing financing, designing pitches, and setting up test screenings. By the end of the
course, learners are able to put together a complete package for pitching a film project.

05: DRAMA / ACTING FOR FILM AND TELEVISION
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

Acting core principles. Begin the mental, physical, and emotional preparation necessary to
enter into the craft of acting.
On camera. Experience the technical and creative demands of film and television auditions.

2
3

4
PRACTICAL

TV auditions techniques. Expand your range and presence through improvisations and advanced skills to master any audition.
Discover the demands of sitcom acting, and the special skills necessary for motion capture,
green screen, and heightened dramas.
Develop your Voice Acting skills. ADR Voice Coaching sessions will further encourage ease
and range in your voice to prepare you for the demands of feature film auditions.
15 Minute Drama Short Film
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06: EDITING / POST PRODUCTION
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

In this introductory class, learners learn the incredible creative power that post-production
provides the filmmaker in the following areas: picture editing, sound editing, sound mixing,
music, and colour correction. Emphasis is on the overall post-production process and the
larger decisions necessary in these areas, and the importance of knowing your postproduction direction well before filming takes place. Hands-on learning with non-linear editing software will introduce the learners to creating a project and properly organizing and
naming files for the purposes of picture editorial.
In this course, learners move beyond the introductory technical aspects of post-production
techniques and into editorial styles and techniques that can be applied to the Sim 2 Projects. Learners will augment the editing knowledge and experience gained from the previous
semester as it applies to the industry standard Adobe or Final Cut non-linear editing software. Once again, learners will properly finish, deliver and present their final output.
This stage covers procedures and techniques for picture and audio editing using non-linear
editing software. Learners create their own projects and begin an exploration of editing theory and aesthetics. Using footage from the short story project, learners apply editing concepts in a valuable hands-on introduction to the art of constructing a dramatic scene. Learners learn the basics of visual effects editing, colour correction and titling, and examine the
concepts and possibilities related to sound design for drama. Finally, they properly finish,
deliver, and present their final output.
Advanced Post-Production; this stage allows learners to gain knowledge and experience in
post workflow using the Sim 3 Project footage. Learners study and practise third-party integration of visual effects, sound, and colour correction in order to achieve proper deliverables. This course elevates and expands learners’ imaginations towards telling a story using
all the resources available in post-production. Success hinges on the ability to engage with
an open mind and respond positively to the question that begins with the simple words
“What if…?”
15 Minute Drama Short Film

2

3

4

PRACTICAL

07: PRODUCTION DESIGN
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

Teaches learners the basic principles of how to develop a visual concept, design the set,
create the budget, and work together in a team to build the finished set. Major topics include
drafting, set design, budgeting, construction, painting, and aging.
Learners pitch design proposals and work together on the selected design to complete the
finished set which is used in a production at the end of semester. The emphasis is on applying the techniques in a workshop environment and learners should expect to perform a variety of artistic and practical tasks.
This hands-on course builds on the knowledge and experience the learners have gained to
date. Learners with the highest grades from the previous semester have the right of first
refusal to assume the role of Production Designer or Costume Designer on productions during the term. All learners participate in the design process, from conceptualization to completion.
Advanced Production Design takes learners beyond the boundaries of interpreting the Director’s vision and into the realm of enhancing it. By adding their own voice, vision, and
brainstorming abilities to the process, they help bring the story into a unique and cohesive
world. To achieve this successfully, the Production Designer must also be able to use the
tools necessary to articulate the vision to Directors, Producers, and Directors of Photography.
15 Minute Drama Short Film

2

3

4

PRACTICAL
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08: SOUND DESIGN
SEMESTER

LEARNING OUTCOMES

1

Discover the current industry practices in audio, and familiarize yourself with the main audio
tool of the industry, Pro Tools.
Implement concepts, theory, and tools from the previous semester in projects that involve
editing background audio, Foley, dialogue, and sound effects.
Explore more complex techniques and concepts, and gain practical knowledge in film audio
while working on set and studio. Expand on your skill sets with practical knowledge while
working on a film with editing department and music scoring.
Become more self-directed as you delve deeper into sound for film and music. Present your
final portfolio work to a panel for feedback.
15 Minute Drama Short Film

2
3
4
PRACTICAL

Final Project Production
All post elements of a student’s final project need to be completed. The elements consist of picture editing,
visual effects, title sequence, credit roll,

post-sound

editing and mix, music composition and/or

needle drops

and colour correction. Learners are ex-

pected to meet

the deliverables and deadlines set out by

the Final Pro-

jects Post-Production schedule. Budget-

ing finance,

time, and resources is a key learning

component

depending on the complexity of each post

element.
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CREATIVE BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT COURSES
01

CREATIVE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Good business management skills can be an essential component to finding success in today’s
complex workplace. Creative Business Management training courses offer valuable knowledge
designed to help students better understand the functions and applications of business management in a variety of environments. Take the first step toward becoming a valuable asset to any
creative environment with Creative Business Management courses today!

COURSE OBJECTIVES



Apply basic management principles in a creative business context



Analyse and use financial information for creative business decision making



Utilise financial management tools for effective acquisition and use of organisational resources



Utilise Information and Communications Technology to communicate effectively for creative
business success



Identify the critical success factors for starting and managing a creative business



Cite the key characteristics of entrepreneurs and their role in creative business development



Design and implement marketing strategies to leverage creative business opportunities
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02

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

COURSE DESCRIPTION

For people interested in creative business, arts administration or an arts entrepreneur,
this programme is designed to train the skills needed to succeed in the creative business
world. You will learn about leadership, organisation, innovation, creativity, strategic research, among other valuable subjects. By the end of this training, you will be further prepared to take a lead in the Creative Economy!

COURSE OBJECTIVES



Demonstrate knowledge of the strategic management process and an ability to assess industry attractiveness and the competitive environment.



Explain how effective leaders use their interpersonal skills to promote change, communicate vision, provide a sense of direction, and inspire employees.



Successfully utilize the tools and techniques of managerial accounting to make decisions about both day-to-day operations and long-term tactics and strategies.



Utilize the tools and methodologies needed to solve marketing problems, including
developing marketing plans and the use of various marketing strategies.



Identify and analyze the pertinent concepts and theories of law, ethical issues that
arise, and the principles of legal reasoning.



Apply fundamental processes, theories, and methods to business communication in
the workplace and the overall writing initiative

03

BUSINESS COMMUNICATION

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Application of business communication principles through creation of effective business
documents and oral presentations. Includes study and application of team communication
and use of technology to facilitate the communication process

COURSE OBJECTIVES



To understand and demonstrate writing and speaking processes through invention,
organization, drafting, revision, editing, and presentation.



To understand the importance of specifying audience and purpose and to select appropriate communication choices.



To understand and appropriately apply modes of expression, i.e., descriptive, expositive, narrative, scientific, and self-expressive, in written, visual, and oral communication.



To participate effectively in groups with emphasis on listening, critical and reflective
thinking, and responding.



To understand and apply basic principles of critical thinking, problem solving, and
technical proficiency in the development of exposition and argument.



To develop the ability to research and write a documented paper and/or to give an
oral presentation.
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04

PUBLIC RELATIONS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Public relations involve the cultivation of favourable relations for organizations and products with its key publics through the use of a variety of communications channels and
tools.

COURSE OBJECTIVES



Like other aspects of marketing promotion, public relations is used to address several
broad objectives including:



Building Product Awareness.



Creating Interest.



Providing Information.



Stimulating Demand.



Reinforcing the Brand



oral presentation.

05

MARKETING MANAGEMENT

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The basic purpose of marketing management is to achieve the objectives of the business. A business aims at earning reasonable profits by satisfying the needs of customers

COURSE OBJECTIVES



Increase sales



Launch new products or services



Target new customers



Improve stakeholder relations



Increase profit



Build brand awareness



Grow market share



Enter new markets internationally or locally



Enhance customer relationships



Improve internal communications
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06
COURSE DESCRIPTION

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Learners learn how to start-up and operate a business
while in school, thus turning their learning into earning. The
course will build on cross-curricular academic skills, by
integrating inquiry-based learning and business tools that
will enable learners to analyze, create, develop and pilot
small businesses in a safe campus environment. Those
who manage and operate a small business will bring their
products directly to the consumer via the local marketplace
or present venture to potential investors for financing. Concepts and skills are reinforced by a strong emphasis on
hands-on experiences. Applications to society, individuals,
and the utilization of technology are included.

07

GRAPHIC DESIGNING

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Graphic Designer is competent to design and
produce visual communication up to a professional level relevant to the formal market sector.
Learners enrolled in this qualification will be
taught at an advanced level the artistic and professional disciplines which focus on visual communication and multimedia design. This will provide the learner with the necessary skills to follow
a career or further their studies in basic web design, advertising, graphic design, publication design or design for the printing industry etc

09

JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATIONSTUDIES

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Journalism & Communication Studies is a subject that deals with researching events, creating accurate reports and then distributing the information to the public through various
communication channels. Journalism is important because the world needs people who
can look at a situation objectively, determine the authenticity of every story, and discover
the truth behind it. Career-entry students will be involved in producing regular media, which
ensures they get the hands-on practical experience which will enable them to operate effectively in newsrooms when they graduate. They will be involved in a weekly campus
newspaper, an online newspaper, radio programming for campus broadcast, television
news production and social media
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10

MUSIC COMPOSITION AND SCORING

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Music Scoring and Composition program focuses on the art and craft of composing,
orchestrating, editing, and producing music for the all media using the latest technology.
Today’s music industry demands highly educated professionals who can combine technical proficiency with musical creativity. They seek professionals who can develop highquality sounding scores that leave an impression. Our music programs are designed to
provide you with a competitive demo reel that sets you up for multiple income opportunities
Learn music composition for a wide variety of styles. Versatility is key; you will learn harmony, orchestration and arranging to help you realize your musical vision. Gain handson experience with production tools to help bring your musical ideas to life.

Scoring for Film
Adapt your music composition skills to the world of film and other visual media. Learn
techniques for scoring different types of scenes, how to build tension and release, how
music relates to narrative storytelling

11

ARTISTIC AND MUSIC MANAGEMENT

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Artist Management course explores the career path of the arts manager. This position plays a significant role in the entertainment business community and in the career of
the artist or band. Course topics include the artist/manager relationship, launching an
artist's career, management contracts, the development of an artist's career path, and
sustaining an artist's career
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TUITION FEES
REGISTRATION
FEES US$

PROGRAME

CONNECTIVITY
FEES US$

TUITION
FEES PAYABLE
Per Semester US$

Certificate

$10.00

$20.00

$550.00

National Diploma

$25.00

$20.00

$750.00

Part-Time
3 Months Short Courses

$15.00

$20.00

$150.00 /month

STUDY

CONDITIONS OF
REGISTRATION


Registration fees are non-refundable.



Students who settle their tuition fees before
the end of the registration window qualify for a
10% discount on tuition fees





Connectivity fees are compulsory and
charged once to obtain Internet access for the
Semester.

SCHEDULES
MODE OF STUDY

TIMES

FULL TIME STUDY
SCHEDULE

MON—FRI 0900 HRS—1600
HRS

PART TIME STUDY
SCHEDULE

SAT 0930 HRS—1500 HRS

Endorsed by

Outstanding balances of previous years
should be settled in full before re-registration.
PROSPECTUS DESIGNED AND
PRINTED BY BRAND IMPACT
ZIMBABWE
+263 772 880 402

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFO
Address:

Office F24 Suite 13, 1 Kwame Nkrumah Ave, Union Building. East Wing, Harare, Zimbabwe

Phone

+263 773 054 571

Website

www.mesomediainstitute.com

Email

enroll@mesomediainstitute.com

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/MesoMediaInstitute

Twitter :

@MesoM_institute

accounts@mesomediainstitute.com
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